APPENDIX

8. Describe fully and state position of —
(a) any trap doors, cellar flaps, or other
openings  in  floors,  pavement,  etc.,
including pavement lights.
(&) any   outside   advertising   boards  or
signs 	
(a)
(6)
9. Will any machinery, electrical appliance or
pressure vessel be used ?   If so, is such
plant   insured   against   breakdown   or
explosion ?




10. What acids, gases, chemicals or explosives
will be used, and to what extent ?

11. Will any radioactive substances be used?
If so, give precise details .

12, Has any proposal for insurance of the risk
been previously made or has the risk been
previously insured ? If so, state with what
Insurers and whether such proposal or
renewal has been declined or an increased
rate required         	

13. What claims have been made upon the Pro-
poser during the past five years in connec-
tion with accidents to members of the
public ? (Accidents which have not result-
ed in claims are to be included)
Year
No. of
Accidents
AMOUNT






Paid
Estimated
Outstanding


19
19 	
19

£
£




	


	


19 	
19
	
	
	






14.                                       EXTENSIONS OF COVER
Is it desired to insure against liability for
accidents arising —
(<z) out of the use on the Proposer's business
of pedal cycles ?   If so, state number of
such cycles 	
(i) owned by the Proposer
(ii) belonging to employees
CO
(ii)
(6) out of fire and explosion ?    (Accidents
caused by the bursting of steam boilers
or other steam pressure vessels are not
covered by this extension)

(c) from goods sold ? If so, please attach list
of products and state against each the
estimated annual turnover,  to what
extent they are marketed overseas and
in what countries         	



ra
MPANY,
msor any
SEtragDe a
1 shall be
Efimofor
LIMITED, in respect of Third Party risks.
I/We warrant that the above statements are trae and complete and that nofeing
affecting the risk has been concealed by me/us, and I/we agree (should the premlu
part thereof be calculated on estimates) to render at the end of each period of in
statement in the form required and to pay premium on any amounts in excess of the
upon which premium has been based • and I/we further agree that tin* proposa
incorporated in and taken as the basis of th* proposed contract between mefcs and
COMPANY* LIMITED, and I/we agree to accept a Polcy in Die Company's nsna
this class of jasocance*


(Signing this Form does not bind tbe Proposer to complete the Inswwwe,)
XXVIL

